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Janab Husain Bhai Saheb bin
Shehzada Saifuddin Saheb (dm)

We the Mumineen, Muminaat and Farzando, Adna Ghulaam of Aqamaula (tus) arz
Sajadat-us-Shukr in Hadrat Aaliyaa Imamiya Nooraniya for granting us the tawfeeq
and yaari to be among those whose ummeed is to commit the entire Quran-e-Majid
to memory, become a Hafiz.
With karam and ehsaan Huzurala (tus) granted raza Mubarak to al-Farqad ul Azhar
Janab Husain Bhai Saheb bin Shehzada Saifuddin Saheb (dm) to conduct a 3 day
seminar here in Masjid al-Badri, Chicago. This seminar focused on the fact that if
one is willing it is entirely within our reach to become a Hafiz, showing us step by
step the easiest way to achieve this lofty goal. He addressed comprehensively the
way a mumin should live his life always in the light of Wah’ye, (of the quran). The
eloquent and engaging discourse by Husain bhai saheb opened the eyes and minds
of mumineen. The seminar began on Friday at 5:00 pm going on to later than 10:00
that night. On Saturday the seminar was from 4:30 to 9:30 and on Sunday from
11:00 am to 4:00 pm. At the end of the seminar Graduation Certificates were given
to each participant.

On Monday, Janab Husain Bhai Saheb did a Haflatul Quran, Mumineen were mesmerized by his tilawat.
This seminar was the first in a series to be held here in the USA.
Chicago had the sharaf and good fortune to be the host of the first
seminar. 52 Mumineen participated from Chicago, Detroit and
neighboring areas.
Once again we most humbly arz Sajadat-ush-Shukur in the Hadrat
Aaliyya Imamiya Nooraniya of Aqamaula, Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin Saheb (tus) and also arz Shukur to Janab Husain Bhai
Saheb for his enlightening bayaan and guidance.
The excitement of the participants and their josh and walwala to
become a Hafiz was apparent from the very first hour of the seminar. One of the attendees expressed, “This seminar applies to Hifz
al-Quran, and in fact to every aspect of life. Very appropriate for us
in North America.” Another Mumin commented, “Splendid, remained fully adhered and engaged after even five hours each day.”
One Muminah behen, who is a doctor expressed it as, “Excellent,
exuberant and ego lifting.”
We raise our hands in dua that Allah Taala grant our Bawa Mushfiq, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin Saheb (tus) a long and
healthy life until the day of qiyamat and most graciously grant us
adna ghulam our ummeed to be among those who hifz the entire
Quran al-Majid – Amin

For more information, please contact:
Ubai bhai saheb Nooruddin:- (chicagoamil@alvazarat.com)
630 321 9866
Or
Aamir bhai Chalisa:- (chalisas@aol.com)

Janab Ubai bhai saheb Nooruddin

